
 

adjectives + preposition 

 

Here is a list of adjectives that are followed by a preposition. Find a friend to answer the questions 

with and try to learn them if you can. 

 

adjective preposition example 

acquainted with Are you acquainted with anyone famous? 

accused of Have you ever been accused of a crime you didn’t commit? 

accustomed to to Are you accustomed to getting up early? 

addicted  to Is there anything you are addicted to? 

afraid  of What are you afraid of? 

allergic  to Are you allergic to anything? 

amazed at/by Tell me something you are amazed by? 

angry with Are you angry with anyone at the moment? 

annoyed about/at/with Have you ever been annoyed with someone for a long time? 

anxious about What are you anxious about? 

appreciated for What would you most like to be appreciated for? 

ashamed of Have you ever been ashamed of your behaviour? 

associated with What do you associate psychopaths with? 

astonished  at/by Have you been astonished by anything recently? 

attached to What are you most attached to? 

aware of Are you aware of the factors that cause global warning? 

bad  at Give me three things you’re bad at? 

based on Do you base your decision on facts or from the heart? 

beneficial  for/to What factors are beneficial to good health? 

bored  of What are you bored of in life? 

brilliant  at Are you brilliant at anything? 

busy with What are you busy with at the moment? 

capable  of Are humans capable of anything? 

careful about/of/with What situations do you need to be careful of? 

certain  about Are you certain about anything in life? 

characteristic of What are the characteristics of good people? 

clever at Were you clever at anything at school but not anymore? 



 

adjective preposition example 

committed  to Are you committed to any activities? 

concerned about What concerns you about getting older? 

connected  to/with Who do you feel most connected with? 

conscious  of Are you conscious of the economic state of your country? 

content with What are you most content with about your life? 

crazy about Are you crazy about a man/woman? 

curious about Tell me something you are curious about? 

dedicated to Are you dedicated to your job or it’s just a means to an end? 

delighted  about/at/with Were you delighted with your most recent exam results? 

derived from Where is braveness derived from? 

devoted to Have you ever been devoted to anyone? 

different from/to How are you different from your siblings? 

disappointed with Have you ever been disappointed with someone? 

discouraged by/from Have you ever been discouraged from doing something you love? 

dissatisfied with Tell me about a time you were dissatisfied with customer service? 

doubtful  about What are you doubtful about? 

eager to Are you eager to become a millionaire and retire? 

eligible for/to Are you eligible for a visa in the USA? 

enthusiastic about What are you most enthusiastic about? 

envious about/of Is there anyone you are envious of? 

excellent at/in If you could be excellent at anything, what would it be? 

excited about Do you get excited about Christmas? 

experienced in/with Are you experienced in your field? 

exposed to Should children be exposed to violence on TV? 

faithful to Have you ever been unfaithful to a partner? 

familiar  with Are you familiar with the laws of your country? 

famous for If you could be famous for anything, what would it be? 

fed up of/with Are you fed up with constant wars? 

fond of Are you fond of anyone at the moment? 

free from/of Is there anything bad you wish you were free from? 

friendly  with Are you friendly with your partner`s family? 

frightened of Are you frightened of dying? 

full  of Do you know someone who is full of shit? 

furious about When was the last time you were furious about something? 



 

adjective preposition example 

gentle with Name three things you have to be gentle with? 

good  at What are you good at? 

grateful for/to What are you most grateful for in life? 

guilty of How can you tell if someone is guilty of a crime? 

happy about/with Are you happy with the climate in your country? 

hopeful about/of Are you hopeful about your team winning a title this year? 

identical  to If your looks could be identical to anyone in the world, who would it 
be? 

immune to Are you immune to any diseases? 

impressed with What does it take for you to be impressed with something? 

incapable  of What are you are incapable of doing when drunk? 

inferior to Is any race inferior to another? 

innocent of Were you ever in a situation where you were found innocent of a 
crime? 

interested in Is there a hobby you are interested in starting? 

involved in/with Have you ever been involved with the wrong crowd of people? 

jealous  of Is there anyone in your life you are jealous of? 

keen on Are you keen on living in a foreign country? 

kind to Should you be kind to everyone you meet? 

known for What are you best known for? 

late for Do you arrive late for work regularly? 

limited to Should couples be limited to the number of children they are allowed to 
have? 

nervous about/of Do you get nervous about what the future holds? 

opposed to Are you opposed to any laws or restrictions? 

patient with Should you be patient with learner drivers? 

pleased with Have you done anything recently that you were really pleased with? 

polite to Should children be taught to be polite to adults? 

popular with Are you popular with your friends? 

proud of Are you proud of your life so far? 

punished for How should people be punished for cheating on tests? 

puzzled about/by Do you get puzzled about things often? 

qualified for/in Are you qualified in first aid? 

ready for When do you start getting ready for Christmas? 

related to Is there anyone you are related to but wish you weren’t? 

relevant for/to Do you think school subjects are relevant to kids these days? 



 

adjective preposition example 

remembered for Is there anything you`d like to be remembered for? 

responsible for Have you ever been responsible for an accident? 

sad about Have you ever been sad about the death of a pet? 

safe from What should society be kept safe from? 

satisfied with Were you satisfied with your birthday presents last year? 

scared of Are you scared of the dark? 

sensitive to Is your skin sensitive to anything? 

serious about Have you ever been serious about a man/woman? 

shocked by Are you shocked by murder rates in your country? 

sick of Are there any foods you get sick of eating? 

similar to Is your country similar to another country? 

slow  at Are you fast or slow at learning? 

sorry about/for Are you ever sorry about things, or don’t you really care? 

successful at/in Would you like to be successful in the field of music? 

suitable for Are high heels suitable for children? 

superior to Are any animals superior to humans? 

sure  about/of Are you sure about having children? 

surprised at/by If you could be surprised by any person dead or alive, who would you 
choose? 

suspicious of Do you get suspicious of your partner? 

terrible at Are you terrible at maths? 

terrified of Would you be terrified of a spider if you woke up with one on your 
face? 

thankful  for/to What are you most thankful for in life? 

thrilled with Do you get thrilled with things very often? 

tired of Are you tired of the same old routine? 

troubled with Are you troubled with anything at the moment? 

typical of What is the typical behaviour of a 2-year-old? 

unaware of Do you like to be aware of things, or do you like to stay unaware of 
things? 

upset about Have you ever been upset about not winning something? 

worried  about Do you worry about being alone? 

wrong with Has there ever been anything majorly wrong with your health? 

 


